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CONTEMPORARY JEWELLERY
SOURCED WITH CARE - SIZE FRIENDLY
ACETATE – HYPOALLERGENIC - RECYCLABLE
HAND MADE

BASIC
PLAYFUL TRAVEL LIGHT FOREVER
Light for dynamic travellers – Colourful for happy
moments – Combinable for playful moods
Simply minimal for every occasion.

COLLECTION
CASUAL CHIC TODAY’S HEROES
Contemporary design between urban and
nature – For independent thinkers and
warriors of the light.

UNIQUE
SIMPLY UNIQUE
Limited editions – The highest standards of
quality and design – Noble metals and
materials.

MAN
THE TIME IS RIGHT
Contemporary design between urban and
nature – For life hunters, independent thinkers
and warriors of the light.

MYMi contemporary jewelry – empowering your everyday
MYMi is contemporary jewelry combining innovative materials with artisanal craftsmanship.

Conceived as design with purpose to accompany our unique and conscious lifestyles, MYMi’s subtle aesthetic empowers the wearer with its guiding principles of being honest, responsible and respectful
towards nature and ourselves.

Collections
Caring and outgoing, the particular spirit of MYMi is captured in its three unique women’s collections : BASIC - COLLECTION - UNIQUE
including beautifully hand crafted earrings, necklaces and bracelets in different sizes, that combine both strength and elegance.
A visionary fourth line MAN expresses the essence of those seeking style combining urban life, history and nature.

Cellulose Acetate
MYMi

Creating a precious raw material like cellulose acetate involves a hand made process that lasts over several weeks.
Cellulose Acetate is a recyclable bio-plastic and allows for the creation of playful colors that can imitate natural materials like horn or tortoise shell without using any of nature’s precious resources.
Its unique and mesmerizing acetate patterns, already a work of art in itself, award it a one of a kind look and feel.

Double Handmade
Similar to crafting a design object using wood, MYMi jewelry from high quality acetate is made to shape with precision and traditional craftsmanship.
Paying attention to every detail including engravings and positioning of the metal components, it takes at least a week to create one piece.
MYMi

After the design-process, every piece of MYMi jewelry starts as a sheet of acetate that goes through multiple steps.
Once cut in the appropriate shape, the acetate is moulded and thermoformed by hand, using specialized tools.
We refer to this process as Double Handmade: hand-made jewelry using hand-made raw material that grants each piece to be truly individual - ‘made for you’.

Enjoy
A magical synergy between artful high-end craft and eco-friendly alignment transforms MYMi into delightful jewelry you can wear for every occasion.

CONTEMPORARY JEWELLERY

a magical synergy between artful high-end craft and eco-friendly alignment
enjoy
www.mymibox.com

